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This presentation: What is the role of research?

HOW DOES THIS PRESENTATION FIT WITH PREVIOUS ONES?

•Relevant services, participation: needs assessment research

A project in India (IDRC/TANUVAS)

•Best practices, evidence-based policies: impact evaluation

A project in Latin America (ICA/USC)

•Sustainability, management, human resources: monitoring tools, 
survey of telecenter managers

A research project with Microsoft (UW)

WELL PLANNED

USEFUL!

WELL MANAGED
USABLE AND USED



A first step: Assessing community needs

•Qualitative data: 20 focus groups

•Quantitative data: survey (N=750)

•Objectives of data collection:

strategic value: project design and evaluation 
village awareness
participation (telecenter steering committees)



Some basic information about our villages

Language ability
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Some basic information about our villages

Tamil reading ability by main occupation
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This difference is significant at the .05 level



Awareness: how important are these services?
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WHEN? The right tempo of content



Going beyond: explaining willingness to pay

OUR HYPOTHESIS:

We predict that rural peasants, independently of their 
socioeconomic status, will be willing to pay for telecenter services if 

they find that these services are relevant to their lives

RELEVANCE          SUSTAINABILITY + ACCESS



Our model
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Predicting demand for information in rural India
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What made this research possible?

• The previous work of TANUVAS in the villages selected, and a 
good relationship with local leaders. 

• Good rapport between social scientists in the US and 
academic veterinarians in India: a partnership

• Careful coordination and collaboration to set research 
objectives

• Intense training of research teams



Monitoring as a telecenter management tool

What is monitoring?
Monitoring means collecting data on an ongoing basis about 
different aspects of telecenter operations. 

What kind of data?
Number of users, types of uses, characteristics of users, revenue 
generated, users’ needs, etc., collected systematically by the 
telecenter manager



Monitoring as a telecenter management tool

Is it useful?
Monitoring data is useful for telecenter planning (services, 
awareness) and management (financial viability) 

Monitoring should be part of a telecenter management routine

We need tools, training, organization

[Our work with Microsoft]



Monitoring tools: Our work with Microsoft

ARE MONITORING 
TOOLS EASIER TO 
STANDARDIZE SO 

THAT THEY CAN BE 
USED BY MANY?



Evaluation of telecenters: From potential to actuality

WHAT IS THE IMPACT OF TELECENTERS ON 
DEVELOPMENT?

Scarcity of rigorous research evidence about telecenter impact

THREE PRESSING RESEARCH NEEDS (interrelated):

Social, economic, political impact

Factors that make equal access possible

Factors of financial and social sustainability



• Theory-driven research: conducive to productive replication 
and more coherent knowledge building in this area.

• Longitudinal research, not just one-shot surveys

• Mix methods: qualitative and quantitative 

INVOLVE UNIVERSITIES AS A KEY PARTNER!

Example: Our current study in rural Latin America

And how do we evaluate telecenters?



Let’s discuss your experience

CAN GOOD 
EVALUATION 
INFLUENCE 

POLICIES AND 
PROGRAMS?



An academic space for ICT4D research



Making it happen: The role of research in telecenters

•Fostering economically profitable and sustainable solutions

•Responding to the needs of current and potential users

•Designing socially sound programs, policies, and technologies

•Raising awareness about the value of ICT services in developing 
countries (potential users, government bodies, civil society, and the 
private sector).

SOME CHALLENGES: 

Rigorous research approaches (credibility, validity)

Effective communication of results to different stakeholders

Utilizing research results



Start by asking…

WHO WILL DO IT (WITH 
WHO)?

HOW (METHODS)?
FOR WHAT AND WHO?



THANK YOU

RAUL ROMAN

rroman@washington.edu


